
12 LEARNING MODULES
Learning modules promote student mastery by focusing on the most relevant knowledge, techniques and 
clinical scenarios for nurses today.

ACTIVE LEARNING . Modules incorporate engaging activities that promote deep learning with multi-media 
tutorials, interactive games, drill questions and virtual demonstrations.

In a single health assessment teaching solution, HealthAssess offers a combination of learning modules and 
authentic practice simulations to fully prepare nursing students to perform health assessments on all major 
body systems using the most current techniques and practices.

/ /  PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

1. Introduction to health assessment
2. General survey
3. Health history
4. Skin 

5 VIRTUAL SIMULATION MODULES
Virtual simulation modules build confidence and clinical judgment skills as they immerse students in 
authentic healthcare settings and situations as nurses conducting health assessments and selecting 
interventions for realistic, diverse virtual clients.

1. Virtual Practice: Shirley Williamson (Bronchitis)
2. Virtual Practice: David Rodriguez (Sports Injury)
3. Virtual Practice: Harold Stevens (Cardiac)
4. Virtual Practice: Diane Radford (Abdominal)
5. Virtual Challenge: Timothy Lee (Head-to-Toe)

DEEP LEARNING.  Virtual Practice simulations create a 
safe, non-intimidating learning environment that facilitates 
deep learning through exploration with real-time guidance 
from a virtual coach and repeated practice interacting 
with virtual clients who features a level of realism most 
conducive to student learning.

AUTHENTIC PRACTICE.  Simulations incorporate 
authentic nurse-client dialogue and virtual clients that 
feature realistic physical attributes, anatomy, body 
language, facial expressions and voice tone and inflection. 
Students interact with diverse client populations to identify 
both expected and unexpected healthcare findings then  
select interventions.

EHR DOCUMENTATION.  All virtual simulations integrate 
practice with EHR documentation that can be submitted for  
educator grading.
 

5. Head, neck, and neurological
6. Respiratory
7. Cardiovascular
8. Abdomen

9. Musculoskeletal and neurological
10. Head-to-toe 
11. Breast and lymphatics 
12. Rectum and genitourinary
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INTEGRATING HEALTHASSESS 

Getting started with  
HealthAssess is easy. 
ATI will be offering great resources to 
help you integrate HealthAssess in your 
curriculum this fall.

ATI  QUICK-DIVE WEBINAR(S )
Watch a live demo and integration tips in two 
recorded webinars in ATI Academy (via your 
ATI Faculty Portal), these webinars will demo 
HealthAssess and offer integration insights 
and tips. Register and learn more  
at atiquickdive.eventbrite.com.

STUDENT V IEW
Upon launch, student view will allow you to 
enter your ATI Faculty Portal and peek at a 
student view of HealthAssess. Explore the product  
card and corresponding modules from the perspective  
of a student.

INTEGRATION TOOLS 

EDUCATOR IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE (E IG) 
These can be found under Resources in your ATI  
Faculty Portal.

LESSON PLANS 
These can be found under Resources in your ATI  
Faculty Portal.
 
STUDENT & FACULTY USER GUIDES 
User guides provide instruction on how to use 
HealthAssess.
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